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ABSTRACT

In many of the medium and high beta discharges in PBX-M low-n modes with different

n-numbers are observed. The probability of a low-n mode to be excited decreases with

increasing n-number. If two modes of different frequency and n-number (co1 and to2; k 1 and

k2) are simultaneously present in the plasma, these modes interact nonlinearly and create

sidebands in frequency (to2:t:t_1) and wave-number (k2+k 1 or n2dm1 and m2dam1)" If these

fundamental modes, tOl/k 1 and o_/k 2, contain strong harmonics, the harmonics also interact

nonlinearly, creating more nonlinear products: kto2:l:lto1 and kk2+lk 1, where k and 1 are

integers describing the harmonics. These modes, the products of nonlinear interaction between

two fundamental modes, most probably have a kink character. During this three-wave

coupling interaction, a decrease in neutron rate and an enhanced loss of medium energy ions

are observed.
J
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1. INTRODUCTION
i

Understanding and controlling high-13 plasma operation are among the more important

issues, for a fusion reactor if it is to become economically-viable future source of energy. The

main purpose of PBX-M experiments is to develop a scenario for stable high-13 operation by

achieving and exploring the second regime of stability against ideal ballooning modes, and by

developing preventive measures against external kinks. To achieve this goal, two scenarios

were developed. In the first scenario, a fast current ramp (up to 2.4 MA/sec) was applied to

obtain a broad current profile and a large ratio of plasma current to the product of the minor

radius and the toroidal magnetic field (I/aB=2.1 MAJm-T). Using this scenario, a high

volume-averaged toroidal beta, <_t >, was obtained with values of up to 6.8%.[1,2] The

second scenario was to approach the second stability regime by operating at high values of a

maximum normalized beta, <Bn>=<l_t>/(I/aB), or high values of poloidal beta,

13pol=8Wtot/(3goRolp2). In this scenario, with a moderate I/aB of 0.9 MA/m-T, a 13polof 2.4

and finof 4,.5 were obtained.

This paper is concerned with the nonlinear interaction between low-n MHD modes

observed during the experiments at high-13poI on PBX-M. The first observations of this
nonlinear interaction were made on PBX-M and were reported in 1991.[3] It was observed

that two independent low-n modes of two different n-numbers interacted nonlinearly, creating

two sidebands characterized by the sum and difference in frequency and n-numbers.

Experimental findings of a similar three-wave non-linear coupling of spatial Fourier modes in

the MST revered field pinch experiment were later reported by the University of Wisconsin

group.[4] Using the bicoherence method, [5] the authors investigated poloidal and toroidal

three-wave coupling of modes of different m- and n-numbers. They showed that the

bicoherence in the poloidal direction (m-numbers) displays only two peaks, while the

bicoherence in the toroidal direction involves many toroidal modes. They also reported good

agreement between the experimental data and initial value resistive MHD code calculations.

The PBX-M group reported on a different phenomenon: the very strong nonlinear interaction

between a low frequency, low-n (m= l/n= I) MHD mode and a high frequency, high-m and -n

(m=6+l/n=5±l; possibly TAE) mode.[6]

These low frequency, low-n nonlinear mode interactions were observed in PBX-M under

several different plasma conditions. The plasma current was varied between 200 and 350 kA

and the neutral beam injection between 2 and 5 MW. The toroidal field was approximately 1.3

T and average densities were above 3x1013 cm-3. The electron and ion temperatures varied
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from above 1 to 2 keV, elongation between 1.5 and 1.9, and indentation between 15%and

18% The triangularity was 0.3. The range of toroidal beta was 0.8 to 3.5 %. The nonlinear

° interactionwas observed underall of these conditions, indicating that this three-wave coupling

is not only a high-13effect.

" The principaldiagnosticsused to obtain data on the nonlinearmode interaction were the

soft x-ray diode array, poloidal and toroidal magnetic probe arrays, energy resolved charge-

exchange flux measurement, neutron rate detector, neutral probe beam, and motional Stark

effect (MSE) polarimetry to measure q-profiles.[7, 8, 9] The lines-of-sight of the soft x-ray

diode array are shown superimposed on the flux surfaces in Fig. 1. The vertical distance

between the midplane and the intersection between the line-of-sight and the vertical at Ro=165

cm defines the radial profile dimension z used in the paper.

The present work establishes that the nonlinear interaction of two independent low-n

modes results in weak turbulence that possibly introduces a further deterioration of energy
confinement.

The experimental results are described in the second section. First, the solitary low-n

modes are described. The second part of the second section is devoted to the interaction of two

fundamental modes. It is shown that this interaction occurs for a wide variety of low-n-

numbers. The importance of the interaction of higher harmonics is also demonstrated,

especially in the case of an enhanced mixing during the sawtooth precursor and sawtooth

crash. In Section Three, the fast ion losses duling this nonlinear interaction are described,

indicating an enhanced fast ion loss during this weak turbulence period. Finally, in Section

Four, the discussion of the significance of the nonlinear mode interaction on the enhanced

plasma losses is presented.

2. EXPER/MENTAL OBSERVATION

A low-n MHD mode is excited at a given rational surface if the instability conditions for

the mode on that magnetic surface are satisfied. Because of the toroidal coupling this mode

will cause the growth of secondary modes on other magnetic surfaces. These secondary

modes satisfy the conditions that they have the same toroidal n-number and that the m-

. numbers of the secondary modes are given by ms=mp:t:l,where mp and ms are the primary
and secondary poloidal mode numbers and '1' is an integer. They, therefore, reside on the

. magnetic surfaces given by q=(mp.'H)/n.Usually this mode is the dominant mode and no other
mode of a different n-number is present.

This is, however, not always so: sometimes the condition for instability is satisfied
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simultaneously on two rational surfaces and for two different toroidal mode numbers n1 and

n2. In this case, either the primary mode or the secondary modes with the toroidal mode

number n2 can be excited on or near the same magnetic surfaces already occupied by the other

mode with different toroidal mode number n1. If this happens, the two modes will interact,
and this interaction will be nonlinear. This means that the two different modes are not

superimposed on each other by simple local addition, but that their interaction has a nonlinear,

quadratic character. This kind of interaction will create new modes (sidebands), such that the

frequencies, co,and the wavenumbers, k, satisfy the selection rules for three-wave interaction:

to3,4=o_1+o2and k3,4=kl:_.lk2 . This non-linear interaction is the cause of the weak turbulence.

2.1 Characteristics of low-n modes

Before discussing the experimental evidence for the three-wave interaction, the modes,

which are almost always observed to interact with each other, will be described, and their

amplitude profiles, as observed by the soft x-ray diode array, will be shown. These are the

modes with the toroidal mode numbers n--1 to 4. These modes were mostly observed after the

13-collapsein high-13poI discharges, and duringthe time of a strong edge activity (giant ELM's
and small ELM-like events in H-mode plasmas). [1, 10] They are discussed in the following

in order to clarify the more complicated cases of nonlinear interaction between these modes.

The soft x-ray profiles of these low-n modes are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for various n-

numbers. These figures show three profiles: the amplitude profile, Sx(z), the normalized

amplitude profile, Sx(z)/So(z), and the phase profile, ¢(z). Sx(z) is the fluctuation power

integrated over the narrow bandwidth of the mode (=3kHz), So(z) is the D.C. component of

the soft x-ray signal, and ,(z) is the phase difference between the fluctuation signal of the

central diode (z----0)and the fluctuation signal of a diode at any other position z. Because the

soft x-ray signals represent line-of-sight integrated intensities, it is important to know both the

normalized fluctuation amplitude, Sx(z)/So(z), as well as its absolute value, Sx(z). The
normalized fluctuating amplitude is the key quantity, but the profile of the absolute amplitude

is necessary to localize the mode spatially. The displacement vector, _=Sxl/2/[grad(Solt2)], is

not shown in the figures, but in the central part of the plasma (at the q=l and between q=l and

q=2 surfaces), its form is not very different from the normalized power spectrum. "

The spectral profiles of the photon noise (denoted by Ph in the figures) are calculated

using the expression Sv,noise=(2So<Ev>Af)1/2, where SOis the average soft x-ray power

falling on the diode in Watts, <Ev> is the average photon energy seen by the diode,



determined by the plasma temperature and by the material and thickness of the soft x-ray f'dter

in front of the diode, and Af is the frequency bandwidth determined by the spectral width of

the Fourier analysis.

In the Fig. 2 are shown two cases of an n=l mode with an observed central m=l/n=l

component. In the first case, a small m=l/n=l island causes a weak relative fluctuation

amplitude of 3%, with a correspondingly small island width of less than 5 mm (Fig. 2a). In

the second case, a large m=l/n= 1 island with an island width of 3.5 cm results in a relative

fluctuation amplitude of 20% (Fig. 2b). Although the poloidal and toroidal 13'sin the two

cases are comparable, the small island case does not show observable "ballooning", whereas

the large island case shows a strong "ballooning" character.[6] The two examples give rise to

different types of nonlinear interaction in the presence of an additional independent mode in

the plasma. The "ballooning" character of the large m=l/n=l island is obviously an effect of

the size of the island, but it is not understood. The behavior of the phase profile is also

different for the two cases. The small island case has, as expected, a symmetric up/down

profile (slope) with a central jump of- 160". The large island case shows a slower change in

phase and a strong up/down asymmetry in the slope, which reflects up-down asymmetry in

the poloidal (and toroidal) phase velocity. One possible reason for the "ballooning" character

and the up-down phase asymmetry of the large n=l mode might lie in a combination of a

strong perturbation in the Shafranov shift due to the large non-axisymmetry, and toroidal and

poloidal rotation effects. In the case of a strong island, the strongest relative fluctuation (Fig.

2b) occurs around z=50 cm. This is the location of the m=3/n=l perturbation. It seems that the

driving mode is the m=3/n=l mode, as opposed to the situation with the small m=l/n=l island

(Case a), where the driving mode resides on the q= 1 surface (m=l/n= 1 mode). This is also

reflected in the lower frequency: the large amplitude mode frequency is about 7 kHz and the

small amplitude mode has a frequency of 15 kHz. The probable reason for the difference in

frequency lies in the different toroidal or poloidal rotation velocities of the plasma at q=l

(small m=l/n=l island case) and q=3 (large m=l/n=l island case) surfaces.

The other two examples show a strong 2/2 or 3/3 mode on the q= 1 surface (Figs. 3a and

3b) and another component of the mode outside the q=l surface. The n---4mode is not shown.

Some of the parameters of these modes are given in Table I. The frequency of the mode

. increases roughly linearly with the n-number. The position of the mode outside the q=l

surface (z=25 cm) is described by the position of the mode maximum and successive

. minimum, Zmax and Zmin. Both of these positions move inward with the increasing n-number,

indicating that these modes are most probably 3/2, 4/3, and 5/4 modes. From the normalized

amplitudes of these modes, St/S o, at Zraax_ 33, 30, and 27 cm, corresponding to the 2/2, 3/3,
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and 4/4 modes on the q=l surface (Figs. 4b to 6b), one can speculate that these modes (3/2,

4/3, and 5/4) must be the driving modes. The modes on the q= 1 surface (2/2, 3/3, and 4/4)

were created by toroidal coupling. Note that all of these modes saturated at relative amplitudes

between 2% and 3%, which would indicate that the islands are relatively small with the island

width less than 1 era.

The time averaged values of the soft x-ray intensity profiles for these modes show a

strong similarity in the central part of the plasma (Iz1<25 cm), but they differ in the region

45cm>lzl>25 era. This should indicate that there is a difference in the current and pressure

profiles and their gradients in the region, where these modes are excited (q= 1, 3/2, 4/3, 5/4).

Although the profiles and gradients are changed by these modes, this difference in the soft x-

ray profiles must itself be an indication that the current and/or pressure profiles and their

gradients play a role iJ_exciting these modes. The slight differences in the gradients in the

region between q= 1 and 2 is most probably the reason that at different times, different m/n

modes are excited.

The last line in Table I shows how many times a particular n-number was observed in 17

discharges. The most often observed was the n=l mode, which was observed 11 times

(probability of over 60%). The probability of exciting an n=2 mode was somewhat lower,

about 40% (7 times), of n=3 about 20%, and n=4 occurred only once. The sum of the

probabilities is larger than one, because in some discharges more than one mode was

observed.

2.2 Phenomenon of Low-n Weak Turbulence

Nonlinear coupling of two modes of frequencies co1 and o_2, and wave numbers k 1 and

k 2, is characterized by the presence of at least two additional perturbation components that

satisfy the following expressions for frequency and wave number: (o2 5: o)1 and k2 5: kl. This

nonlinear interaction occurs _use the plasma is a nonlinear medium that not only transports

the waves but also causes them to interact. From the wave number expression, the same

selection rule of subtraction/addition will apply to the toroidal and poloidal mode numbers, n

and m, so that the additional perturbations will have toroidal and poloidal mode numbers: n2 :t:

n 1 and m 2 5: m 1, respectively. The n-number is determined from a toroidal array of magnetic

probes. To establish the m-number is more difficult because of the complex shape of the

PBX-M plasma, and because many of the magnetic probes of the poloidal array were placed .

too far from the plasma surface to yield complete poloidal information. However, the poloidal

m-number in the central part of the plasma could be established from the mode fluctuation



profile using the soft x-ray diodearray.

One example of the nonlinear wave coupling between the n=1 and n=3 modes is shown

in Figs. 4 to 8. Fig. 4 shows the soft x-ray signals for different radial positions in the plasma

and the Mirnov probe raw data. The signals in the central part of the plasma (Izl_<10cm) are

dominated by the lower frequencyn=l mode, and in the outer region (Izl>12cm) by the higher

frequency n=3 mode. In Fig. 5, the cross-power spectra between the reference diode at z=-

10.1 cm and a diode at z---0cm and a Mirnov probe, and also the auto-power spectrum of the

reference diode, are shown. In Fig. 6, the absolute and normalized power spectra and phase

prof'fles of two fundamental modes (F1 and F2) and their nonlinear coupling products (M-,

M+, and Mh), are given. Finally, in Figs. 7 and 8, auto-bispectrum plots corresponding to

Fig. 5 are shown.

The primary modes are: a strong central m=l/n=l mode with much weaker m=2,3/n=l

components (fl) and a strong m=5/n=3 mode with a somewhat smaller 3/3 component (f2)"It

is interesting that the second primary mode (f2) is not a more regularly observed 4/3 but a 5/3

mode. Both of these primary modes have higher harmonics, which again interact nonlinearly

with the other primary mode and its harmonics. The primary mode (fl) is strongly distorted,

creating a strong second harmonic. Higher harmonics of the two independent modes can also

nonlinearly mix, so that in general one can obtain very complicated spectra with many peaks at

frequencies kf2_f 1 and with toroidal and poloidal mode numbers kn2:t:ln1and km2+lm 1,
where k and I are integers: k, 1= 0, 1, 2... Because of all these nonlinear interactions between

the two primary modes and their harmonics, many products of this nonlinear coupling are

observed as peaks in the power spectrum (Fig. 5).

There is a particularly strong nonlinear wave coupling of different modes on the q=l

surface. At least three m=l/n=l modes are observed, each with a different phase velocity

(f1=15.5 kHz, f2-2fl=12 kHz, and 3fl-f2=3.5 kHz). Similarly, several m=2/n=2, m=3/n=3,

and m---4/n--4modes are also observed, again with different phase velocities. Moreover, the

modes with the same m- and n-numbers do not show the same profile form: e.g., the peak of

the 1/1 mode of the f2-2fl nonlinear product is shifted outward from the peak of the 1/1

primary mode from z=5 to 9 cm (compare F1 in Fig. 6a to Mh in Fig. 6b). This shift is

probably caused by the f2 mode being located outside of the q= 1 surface and, therefore,

. pulling the f2-2fl peak out toward the q-1 surface.

The difference nonlinear product (f2-fl, k2-kl) and the sum nonlinear product (f2+fl,

. k2+k 1) always show a different amplitude. The amplitude of the saturated sum nonlinear

interaction product is always much smaller the the amplitude of the difference product. This

might be an indication that the two three-wave coupling coefficients for the two sidebands might
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not be equal.

Most of the nonlir_earcoupling can be tracedto a nonlinearinteractionof two primary

modes and their harmonics on the same magnetic surface. However, them are a strong

experimentalindicationsthat nonlinear wave couplingcan occurbetween two modes residing

on two neighboring magneticsurfaces. This results in nonlinearcoupling productsthat can

reside on new magnetic surfaces. One such case might be an f2+fl mode with m=6/n--4, and
residing on the q-1.5 surface. This mode is createdby the nonlinear interactionof m-l/n= 1

(fl) and m=5/n=3 (f2) modes, where the new m- and n-mode numbers are given by

mfm2+mI and n=n2+n1.This nonlinear interactionbetween two modes on two differentbut
neighboring surfaces has been observed in other discharges. This is an important effect,

because the perturbationon a new rationalsurface could cause additionaldeteriorationof the

energyand particletransport.

Thus far, the evidence for three-wavecoupling has been based on the observation that

variousfrequencies (or modes) obey the three-wave coupling selection rulefa + fb= fc"This
approachis somewhat indirect in that it does not provide evidence of the phase coherence

between three waves that are nonlinearlycoupled. Direct evidence of such phase coupling is

providedby the discrete auto-bispectrum,[11]whichis definedas

B(fa,fb)" * *= E[X (fa)X (fb)X(f¢=fa+fb)],

where X(f) denotes the discrete Fouriertransformof a fluctuation signal x(t), and E denotes

an expectation operator.The bispectrummay be viewed as a triple correlationin frequency

space, and thus is sensitive to correlationor phase coherence that may exist between X(fa),

X(fb), and X(fc=fa+fb). Since three-wave nonlinear interactions introduce such a phase

coherence, a non-zero bispectmm at (fa,fb) provides furtherquantitative evidence of three-

wave coupling involving fa, fb, and fc=fa+fb . Conversely, if fa, fb, and fc=fa+fb are
statistically independent modes, their phases would be independent and randomand, thus,

when the statistical averagingcorrespondingto the expectationoperatoris cardedout, random

phase mixing will cause the bispectrumto be zero. This property of the bispectrumfollows

from the properties of the cumulants. [12] In many cases, a normalized version of the

bispectrum,called the bicoherence, is used to detectphase coherence. However, for the Sx

timeseries data described in the previousdiscussion, we found that the bispectrumitself gave

a sharperindicationof the frequenciesinvolved in the three-wavecoupling.

Next in Figs. 7 and 8, we show theresults of bispectralanalysis of the soft x-ray signal,

the power spectrumof which is given by the Sx curve in Fig. 5. Because of the symmetry
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propertiesof the bispectrum,it is necessaryto only plot B(fa,fb) in the triangularregion in the

upperright-hand quadrantof the (fa,fb)plane. Both the three-dimensional plot of Fig. 7 and

the contour plot of Fig. 8 indicate that there are several (fa,fb) coordinates characterized by a

significant value of the bispectrum, suporting three-wave interactions between fa, fb, and

f¢=fa+fb. Note that in Fig. 8, we have indicatedthe values of the (fa, fb) coordinates, and in

Table II we have tabulatedthe interactionsfa+fb=f¢ (=fa+fb).Virtually all of the frequencies

identifiedin the Sxcurve of Fig. 5 appearin Table II.Note that, while interpretingFigs. 7 and
8 and Table II, the auto-bispectrumis unableto discriminatebetween sum- and difference-

frequency interactions.For example, the auto-bispectrumcannot distinguishbetween the sum-

frequency interaction 10+5=15 kHz, and the difference-frequency interaction 15-5=10 kHz

and 15-10=-5kHz. All such interactions would be represented by a single peak at fa=10 and

fb=5kHz. In summary, a comparisonof the Sx curve in Fig. 5 and the bispectralinformation
containedin the Figs. 7 and 8 and Table II providesimportantadditionalevidence that we are

indeedobservingtruethree-waveinteractions.

Another example of nonlinear mode coupling, now between a growing m=l/n=l

sawtooth precursorand a continuous 4/3 mode with a strong 3/3 component, is shown in

Figs. 9 to 12. In this case the strongest nonlinearinteraction, resulting in many nonlinear

products, occurs immediately before the sawtooth crash, when, due to the reconnection

process, the hot plasma region becomes very small, creating many strong harmonicsof the

m=l/n=l sawtooth precursor. The cross-power spectrum and phase profiles of the two

fundamentalsand their harmonics immediatelyprecedingthe sawtoothcrash areshown in Fig.

10 a and b. The n=l mode is localized more strongly in the central partof the plasma (Fig.

10a) and the n=3 mode seems to be spreadover the larger region of the minor radius (Fig.

10b).The spreadingof the n=3 mode over the larger region means probably that the m--4/n=3

mode has a strong m=5 and 3 component.Note that the precursorharmonics are very strong,

and that the numberof peaks is increasing linearly with the m-number and is equal to m+l.

For re=odd, there is a minimum in the center, and for m=.even, a maximum. The phase

difference across the plasmaincreases with the harmonicnumber,reflecting the increasing m-

number,but the unexplainednoise causes the evaluation of the phase for z>0 to become less
certain.

. At the time of the sawtooth crash we observe as many as four m=I/n=1 modes, each

with a different frequency and phase velocity (f1=16.6 kHz, f2-2fl=ll kHz, 4fl-f2=22.4

. kHz, and 2f2-4fl=21.6 kHz). The profiles of these four m=l/n=l modes is shown in Fig.
1lb, with characteristic double peaks and a minimumin the center. Not explained is the fine

splitting of the m=l/n=l peaks into two peaks, observed most strongly in the 4fl-f 2 and 2f2-
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4f 1 profiles. A possible cause for the f'me splitting might be a non-monotonic q-profile with

two or even three q=l surfaces. The motional Stark effect (MSE) polarimetry measurement of

the q-profile, shown in Fig. 1la, is not sensitive enough to be able to detect any multiplicity in

the q= 1 surfaces (the uncertainty in the central region being approximately Aq=0.1). At least

three 2/2 (2f1=33.2 kHz, f2-f1=27.4 kHz, and 5fl-f2=39 kHz), two m=3/n=3, and two

m=4/n=4 modes are observed, each having a different frequency and phase velocity (Fig. 1lc,

top p_,nel). Note that the profile complexity of the modes, e.g., the number of peaks, increases

with the n-number, because the m-number also increases with n-number. The profile of the

n=2 perturbations are dominated by the m=2/n=2 modes, and are therefore more central.
The n=3 perturbations display four peaks inside the z=25 cm surface, indicating a strong

central m=31n=3 component, with a strong additional peak for z>25 cm, representing

m=4/n=3 fundamental tf2). In the n=4 perturbations, five central peaks for z<25 cm are

visible, indicating the presence of a strong m=41n=4 component, and a weaker peak for z>25

cm, which represents a mode component outside the q=l surface.

Note that at least eleven modes with m=n=l, 2, 3, 4 are observed at the q=l surface,

each of them of differing in frequency and therefore having a different phase velocity. The

position of these modes agrees well with the position of the q=l surface, localized in a similar

discharge by the MSE measurement to be between z=20 and 25 cm (Fig. 1la). Similar mode

multiplicity can be observed on other rational surfaces, but for q=2 and larger, it is more

difficult to ascertain the m-number of the modes.

Finally, for the same sawtooth crash we show in Fig. 12 the time evolution of the auto

power spectra of the peak of the profile for the m=l/n=l sawtooth precursor (fl), the

independent mode m--4/n=3 (f2), and for the two mixing products (f2-fl and f2+fl). There

we can see that the the amplitude of the mixing products increases roughly linearly with the

precursor amplitude. This linearity appears to be lessened in the figure by the rather large

contribution of the photon and other noise in the f2-fl and f2+fl signals. Subtracting that

noise contribution (less than 100 nW) from the f2-fl and f2+fl amplitudes should improve the

linearityof the relationship between fl and these two amplitudes. The sawtooth crash,

probably through a slight change in the current profile, changes the saturation amplitude of the

m--4/n=3 (t"2)mode.

The most prevalent case of the low-n nonlinear interactions is observed between the n=l

and n=2 modes. This simply follows from the fact that the probability of the mode growth

seems to decrease with the n-number (Section 2.1). However, we did observe in similar high

beta poloidal discharges mode mixing between the n=2 and n=3, n=3 and n=4, and n=l and
n=3 modes.
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Fromthese experimentaldata it is possible in general to find various parametersand

coefficients of the three-wavecoupling. Following Ritz et al. [5] the three-wave couplingcan

be described with two one-dimensional coupled wave equations, similar to the Hasegawa-

Mimaequation [13]:

_(k,_,t)/_ = (_±+i%) _)(k_,t)+ 1/2 Alct(kl,k2) _)(kl,t) _)(k2,t),

whereO(k,0isthespatialFouriertransformofthefluctuatingfield,_(x,0,_+and0+=02:£01

arethegrowthratesandthedispersionrelationsoftwo nonlinearinteractionproducts,

k_=k2.-_I arethetwo,correspondingone-dimensionalwave-numbers,andA_ aretwo

couplingcoeffic'entsforthethreewave coupling.The subscriptI and2 refertothetwo

interactingfundamentalmodes.

From the measured fluctuation fields O(kl,t), O(k2,t), _(k+,t), and O(k ,t), and by
manipulatingthe abovecoupled-wave equations by following the Ritz et al. prescription, [5]

one could obtainthe unknownys, co's,and coupling coefficients A's. In this case an attempt

to find the unknown growth rates, dispersion relations, and coupling coefficients was not

made for two reasons: there were not enough data (spatial points) and, what is more

important,the method is a one-dimensionalmethod and the experimentaldata presented here

have at least two-dimensions (toroidal and poloidal). Moreover, the growth of the nonlinear

productsfollows veryclosely the very slow growthof the sawtoothprecursor,so that the data

representthe slowly changingsaturatedstates of all the waves involved.

In the futurestudies the workon the two-dimensionalcoupled wave equation,similar to

Hasegawa-Mimaequation, will be continued with the objective of finding the unknownys,

o's, and coupling coefficients A's.

2.3. Fast Ion Losses DuringWeak Turbulence

An importantquestionabout the w_ turbulence(three-wavecoupling) is whether ornot

it contributes to any energy loss, and if so, through which channel. For that purpose, the L

neutron rate and the fast charge-exchange neutrals have been examined to find out if this

. turbulence causes fast ion loss. The data give a strong indication that the nonlinear mode

interaction increases theenergy losses. There is a clear time correlationbetween the onset and

. durationof the weak turbulence and a decrease in the slope of the neutron rate, increased ion

losses in theneutralchargeexchange efflux, and _ saturation.

Unfortunately,because the nonlinearmode interactionoccursby definition simultaneously
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with two primary modes, we cannot exclude them as the main cause of fast ion losses.

However, if only one mode is present, the losses areconsiderably smaller in most cases. For

example, a single strongmode after520 ms and a shorttime earlierof a nonlinearthree-wave

couplingis shown in Fig. 13. Here, the three=wavecoupling between 465 and 504 ms causes a

largecontinuous drop in the neutronrate, whereas a stronger,saturatedn=l mode startingat

515 ms causes only a saturationin the neutron rate. The three-wavecoupling occurs between a

growing sawtooth (m=l/n=l) precursor,a saturatedn=2 mode, and an n=3 mode. Normally,

the neutrondropoccurs only duringthe sawtooth crash and is absent duringthe growth of the

n-1 sawtooth precursor. This sudden drop in the neutron rate due to the sawtooth crash is

observed at 504 ms. The neutronratedecay between 465 and 504 ms, preceding the sawtooth

crash, is obviously correlatedand possibly caused by the three-wave interaction between the

n=l, n=2, and n=3 modes, observed during this time. Neither the small ELM's at 464, 472,

479, and 490 ms, with an energyloss on the orderof 1%, northe giant ELM at 502 ms, withan

energyloss on the orderof 20_, cause any immediateloss in neutronrate.

A different case of three wave coupling is shown in Fig. 14. Four neutral beams are

staggered from 250 to 400 ms. The _ saturationstartsaround440 to 450 ms, coincident with an

onset of a strongernonlinear interactionbetween two low-n modes.The increasingneutronrate

saturates,and at the same time, a strongincreasein the fast ion losses is observed in the charge=

exchange signal, Icxfor energies 4 to 12 keV.The voltageappliedto theelectrostatic deflection
platesof the charge-exchange analyzerwas rampedlinearly in timeevery 50 ms, corresponding

to a range covering 0 to 60 keV in detectedpanicle energy. [14] The triangular patternof the

voltage (and energy) sweep is shown over the databetween 320 and 480 ms, with the 40 keV

and zero energypoints occarringat433 ms and 458 ms respectively. Fromthis figure it is clear

that low to medium energy ions, from several keV to 15 keV, are preferentially lost during the

weakturbulence(large burstsbetween 450 and 455 ms and between 460 and 465 ms).

The effect of the weak turbulenceon the spectrumof the charge-exchange neutr_flsis

shown in Fig. 15. The upperfigure shows the spectrumof the charge-exchange flux before the

onset of _-saturation, i.e., with no nonlinearinteraction between two modes. The lower figure

shows the spectrumduringthe weak turbulence.In the lower figure, the spectrum before the

onsetof weak turbulence(below 15keV) is superimposedas a dashedline on the spectrumafter

the onset. The clear enhancement of the charge-exchange flux at energies less than 15 keV

suggests thatthe weakturbulencedoescause a loss of mediumenergyions.
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3. DISCUSSION

• The nonlinearmode mixing has been mostly, but not exclusively, observed in the early

andlate_saturation periodsandin the _-collapsephase,where strongsaturatedand continuous

modes typically develop. Though mostly observed in high-_ discharges, the three-wave

coupling is not a high-_ effect; it has also been observedat low _'s, althoughmuchmore rarely.

The high-j3parametersseem to facilitate more readilythe de,stabilizationof two differentmodes

on two magnetic surfaces, and this is the main reason why these nonlinear interactions have

been ob_rved mostly in the high-J3plasmas. At low-j3the low-n modes arecurrent driven, but

as the 13increases, the stability of the low-n modesalso becomes increasingly dependenton the

pressure gradients. In addition, the nonlinear interaction has been observed in PBX-M for

variousplasma shapes, implying thatshaping alone cannotbe responsiblefor the simultaneous

destabilization of two independent modes and the recurrent observation of the three-wave

coupling. This nonlinear interaction/weakturbulenceis very often observed between two giant

ELM'sin high-_poldischarges. It is not observed during the early _-rise phase, simply because
duringthis phase the MHD activity is weak, and the condition for nonlinearinteraction (the

presence of two strong,saturatedmodes in the plasma)is notsatisfied.

Because many differentmodes, somewith the same m/nstructure,can be localized during

the three-wave couplingon the same rational magnetic surface,the question arisesas to how all

of these modes, having different toroidal and/orpoloidal phase velocities, can coexist on the

same rational surface. The modes of the same m/n structurebut of different phase velocities,

f'Lxedby the selection rules or by toroidal coupling,aretopologically mutuallyexclusive if they

are tearingmodes, because the islands cannot penetrate and flow through each other without

breakup of themagneticsurfacesconstitutingthe islands. The mutual penetration of two islands

would involve the b,,_ up and reconnectionof magnetic field lines on a very short time scale,

on the orderof the mode oscillation period. The experimental data also show that the mode

originatingon a given magnetic surfaceqk'having a component through toroidal coupling on

another surfaceql, has a phase velocity inconsistentwith the toroidaland/orpoloidal rotationof
the plasma and the phase velocity of the other mode originating on the surface ql. These two

modes on the surfaceql, becauseof theirnon-matchingtoroidaland/orpoloidal phasevelocities,
• would be againtopologically mutuallyexclusive if they were both tearingmodes. Matchingof

the phase velocities means that the modes are stationaryin the plasma frame.For this reason,

• one can postulatethatalmost all the modesobserved duringthe nonlinearwave interaction have

a kinkcharacter, and that notmany more thanthe two original modes,each residing on its own

rationalsurface_ or ql, can themselves be tearingmodes.



Thereis also thequestionof the localizationof thenonlinearinteraction.Ithas been shown

in this paper that most of the nonlinear interactions occur with all three interacting modes

residing on the same magneticsurface, or in the same narrowregion of the plasma. However,
some of the measurementsdescribed seem to indicate that the nonlinear interactioncan also

possibly occurbetween two modes residingon two neighboringmagnetic surfaces,where the

localizationof the nonlinearinteractionproductis determinedby the selection ruleon the wave-

number.This kindof nonlinearinteractionhas animportantconsequence in causing additional

energy and particleloss, becausethe interactionproductresideson a new surfacedifferentfrom

the two surfacesof theoriginal modes,andtherebyenlargesthe volume where losses can occur.

Furthermore,thismeansthat throughthetoroidaUyinducedmodes, these perturbationsand their

nonlinear interactionproducts can spreadover a substantialpartof the plasmavolume. Here

again the selection rule on the phase velocity (or frequency)has to be satisfied, and since this

phase velocity does not in generalmatch the local toroidaland/orpoloidal plasmavelocity, one

can surmise once more thatthis nonlinearproductshouldhavethe kink character.

The experimentalresults and their phenomenological interpretationslead us now to the

following picture. The two primarymodes are most probably the tearing modes, residing on

two differentmagneticsurfaces.Their phasevelocities appearto be matchedto the local plasma

velocities (combinationof poloidalandtoroidalrotation),which havedifferentvalues on the two

magneticsurfaces. Throughtoroidalcoupling,the two primarymodes induce secondarymodes

on other magnetic surfaces. It is not clear if the toroidally inducedmodes are tearing or kink

modes, because their phase velocities are determinedby the toroidal coupling and the phase

velocities of the primarymodes,and they do not aeed to match the local plasmavelocities. The

modescreatedby the nonlinearinteractionbetweenthese two primarymodes andtheir toroidally

inducedmodes shouldall have akink character,because their phase velocities do not in general

matchneither thephasevelocities of the primaryand the toroidallyinduced modes,northe local

plasma velocities. The main reason for this mismatch is the inhomogeneous distributionof the

local plasmavelocity across the minorradius.

It has been shown in the paper that during the three-wave coupling, one can observe a

decrease in the neutronrate and an enhanced loss of medium energy ions. No comparable

observation could be made on the electron losses, although one can assume that the electrons

would also show enhanced losses duringthe three-wave coupling.The physical mechanismfor

the enhanced losses has not been identified,especially if the non-linear productsof the three-

wave coupling are kink modes. Nothing on the possibility of enhanced stochasticity or
J

ergodization of the magnetic surfaces is known. Recently, Hegna and Callen proposed a

mechanismfor theloss enhancement,postdating increasedstochasticity aroundthe separatrices



!

of the magnetic islands driven by bootstrap currents. [15, 16] The applicability of this theory to

the presented results of the three-wave coupling is questionable, however, because the theory is

based solely on tearing modes and excludes kink modes.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Fig. 1. Equilibrium magnetic surfaces for a high [IpoI discharge with the low-n mode weak
turbulence. The lines-of sight of individual soft x-ray diodes, used in MIlD analysis, are also

shown. Position of a given diode, z, is defined as the vertical hight from the midplane to the

intersection between the diode line-of-sight and a vertical line at R--165 cm.

Fig. 2. Power spectrum, Sx, normalized power spectrum, Sx/So, and phase, _, profiles

for a weak n=l (a) and large (b) mode. Ph describes the calculated equivalent photon noise

profile. A considerable part of the indicated error bars in this and the following figures is not

caused by the noise, but comes from the true time variation of the mode amplitude. Statistical

error in phase in the central partfor all figures is less than +5 °.

Fig. 3. Power spectrum, Sx, normalized power spectrum, Sx/S o, and phase, _, profiles

for a large n=2 (a) and n=3 (b) modes.

Fig. 4. Magnetic probe signal, IM, and soft x-ray signals, Ix, with vertical position of the

diode, z, as a parameter during nonlinear mode coupling.

Fig. 5. Auto-power spectrum of one diode (z=-10.1 cm), Sx, and cross-power spectra of

the same diode with another diode, C12, and with magnetic probe, CxM, obtained between 566

and 570 ms of Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Power spectra, Sx, normalized power spectra, Sx/So, and phase, _, profiles for a

two "fundamental" modes fl and f2 and their three non-linear coupling products: f2-fl (M-),

f2+fl (M+), and f2-2fl (Mh). Mode fl has a strong m=lln=l component but f3 has two strong

components: 5/3 and 3/3.

Fig. 7. Three dimensional plot of the auto-bispectrum of the time series corresponding to

the Sx power spectrum in Fig. 5.

Fig. 8. Contour plot of the auto-bispectrum of the time series corresponding to the Sx

power spectrum in Fig. 5. Note that the (fa,fb) coordinates of the bispectrum peaks are
indicated.
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Fig. 9. Time evolution of cross-powerspectrumcontours,Cxx,of two soft x-ray signals

duringnonlinearcoupling betweencontinuousmode f2 andsawtooth precursorfl. m-numberin
parenthesismeans that the identificationof m-numberis weak. Where only n-numberis given,

the m-numberidentificationwas impossible.
¢

Fig. 10. Soft x-ray power spectrumand phase profiles of (a) the sawtooth precursor(1)

and its harmonics (2, 3, ..6) and (b) of the other fundamental (1) and its harmonic (2). The

profilesareevaluatedat t=534 ms (see Fig. 7) immediatelybeforethe sawtooth crash.

Fig. 11. Soft x-ray power spectrumand normalizedpower spectrumprofiles of (b) four

n=l modes:sawtooth precursor(fl) and three nonlinear coupled modes (f2-2f1, 4fl-f 2, and2f2-

4f1) and of (c) for n=2, 3, and 4 modes: fundamental (f2), harmonics (2f 1, 3f1, 4fl), and

nonlinear coupled modes (f2-fl, f2+fl, and5fl-f2). The profilesareevaluatedat t=534 ms (Fig.
8) immediately before the sawtoothcrash. The profile of the safety parameter,q (z), measured

in a similardischargeusing MSE diagnostic is also shown (a). The flux surfaces corresponding

to the measuredq-profde areshownin Fig. 1.

Fig. 12. Time evolution of power spectrumamplitude of the fundamentalmodes, fl and

t"2,and two nonlinearlycoupled modes, f2-fl and f2+fl , during the sawtooth precursorgrowth
of Fig 7.

Fig. 13. The effect of a large, single n=l mode (t>515 ms) and of nonlinear interaction

between two low-n modes (450<t<505 ms) on the neutronrate.The large event at 504 ms is a

sawtooth and the small dropsin the second trace (at 464, 472, 479, 490, and 502 ms) represent

small ELM's.The first trace, representingan off-centerdiode, is filteredwith a 2 kHz high-pass
f'flter.

Fig. 14. Early and late [_saturation shown in average density, <ne>, SX intensity, Ix,

Mirnov coil, IM, neutron rate signals, In, and charge exchange flux, Ic.x.. Charge exchange

detectorenergy is being swept as indicated by Ei signal. Strong neutronrate saturation between

. 440 to 480 ms coincides with weak turbulence and large fast ion losses. The short spikes on In
signals are hard x-rays caused by runaways being ejected during the sawtooth crash.

I.

Fig. 15. Comparison of charge-exchange efflux before (A) and or during (B) weak
turbulence.
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Table I

Parameters of Low-n Modes

Mode at q=l,, ndn 1/1 2/2 3/3 4/4

f [kHz] 7.3/15 27.5 44 55

Zmax (for q> 1) 45 33 30 27

zmin (for q> 1) 55? 42 37 32

Mode at Zmax, m/n 2, 3?/1 3/2 4/3 5/4

Times occurred in 17 discharges 11 7 4 1
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Table II

Tabulation of the various three-wave interactions fa+fb=fc(=fa+fb)

corresponding to the peaks identified by the letters a, b, c, d, e, .....q in Fig. 9.

Index fa fb fa + fb

a f2 f2 2f2

b f2 2fl f2+ 2fl

c f2 f2-fl 2f2-fl

d f2 fl fl+ f2

e f2 f2-2fl 2f2-2fl

f f2 3fl - f2 3fl

g 2f2- 3fl 3fl - f2 f2

h 2fl 2fl 4fl

i 2fl f2- fl f2 + fl

j 2fl fl 3fl

k 2fl f2- 2fl f2

I f2-fl fl f2

m fl fl 2fl

n fl f2-2fi f2-fl

o fl 3fl-f2 4fi-f2

p f2-2fi 3fi-f2 fl

q 3fl - f2 3fl - f2 6fl - 2f2
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